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SULTAN HAGAVIK 
sprung double mattress

£199

£1.29
/ea

GOSA SLÅN pillows For stomach sleepers. A low pillow for those who prefer 

sleeping on their stomach. Your neck will be bent less, and strain on your 

muscles will be reduced. Filling: polyester fibres. 50×80cm. 301.253.05
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To forget all your cares,
           remember one name: SULTAN

IKEA.CO.UK

See page 3

ALL BROCHURE PRICES ARE MAXIMUM PRICES VALID UNTIL 18 JULY 2010
(PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO ANY ALTERATION OF VAT)

For opening hours and directions to your nearest IKEA store, visit IKEA.CO.UK

All brochure prices are maximum prices valid until 18 July 2010 
(Prices are subject to any alteration of VAT)
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EXAMPLE 2: 

Beppe is 180cm. tall and a solid 110kg. so he needs a firm mattress. Because he sleeps on 

his side his mattress should allow his broad shoulders to sink in, otherwise he risks waking 

up with a backache. As a hot-blooded guy he likes a mattress that helps him keep cool. 

He found his perfect mattress match to be:

SULTAN HAMNVIK sprung double mattress £259 Latex in the wadding provide high 

pressure-relieving capacity, enabling your body to relax more fully. Firmness: Firm. 

160×200, 22cm. thick. Light grey. 401.563.44  

SULTAN AUKRA mattress base £139 160×200, H20cm. Light grey. 401.587.72
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Relax. We’ve got just the mattress for you. When it comes to mattresses, one size doesń t fit all. Everyone is built differently. Everyone 

sleeps differently. We understand this, which is why our SULTAN range of mattresses offers 

you as wide a choice as possible of formats, materials and support – everything you need 

to find your perfect match. Visit our mattress guide at IKEA.CO.UK/MATTRESSES

Bed frames and legs sold separately. See the entire range at the IKEA store or visit IKEA.CO.UK

EXAMPLE 1: 

Just under 170cm. tall, Lena weighs around 75kg. She’s also a throw-off-the-covers-and-

open-a-window kind of girl. So to stay comfortable all night, she needs a firm mattress 

that helps to keep her cool and dry. She found her perfect mattress match to be:

SULTAN HJELMÅS sprung double mattress £299 Zoned pocket springs and a thick 

layer of latex in the integrated mattress pad enable your body to relax more fully. 

Lyocell and latex ventilate well and give a very pleasant sleeping climate. 

Firmness: medium. 140×200, 26cm. thick. White. 101.566.56  

SULTAN LAXEBY slatted bed base £80 140×200cm. Light grey. 601.099.12

EXAMPLE 3: 

Axel is a lanky 190cm. and weighs in at around 80kg. When it comes to the way he sleeps, 

he doesn’t often run hot or cold, but you’ll usually find him sleeping on his stomach. 

He found his perfect mattress match to be:

SULTAN HAGAVIK sprung double mattress £199 Active pocket springs provide very 

precise body support and relieve pressure on your shoulders and hips. 

Firmness: medium. 140×200, 22cm. thick. Light grey. 901.562.90  

SULTAN AUKRA mattress base £139 140×200, H20cm. Light grey. 401.587.72

EXAMPLE 4: 

Caroline is just over 150cm. tall and weighs around 50kg. She usually sleeps on 

her back and often wakes up feeling cold. She loves the feeling of sinking in to a soft, 

cosy mattress. Her perfect mattress match would be:

SULTAN ENGENES latex double mattress £359 Natural latex in 5 zones enables your 

body to relax more fully. The latex construction provides ventilation and a pleasant sleeping 

climate. Firmness: medium. 140×200, 18cm. thick. White. 501.399.76  

SULTAN LAXEBY slatted bed base £80 140×200cm. Light grey. 601.099.12

2

SULTAN HJELMÅS and SULTAN LAXEBY 
sprung double mattress combination

£379
SULTAN HAGAVIK and SULTAN AUKRA 
sprung double mattress combination

£338

SULTAN ENGENES and SULTAN LAXEBY 
latex double mattress combination

£439SULTAN HAMNVIK and SULTAN AUKRA 
sprung double mattress combination

£398
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EXAMPLE 8: 

Giedre is 175cm. tall and weighs around 65kg. She sleeps on her side and often feels 

hot in bed. She prefers a mattress that moulds to her hips and shoulders and helps her 

stay cool and comfortable. She found her perfect mattress match to be:

SULTAN FOSSING sprung double mattress £299 A layer of latex and 5 comfort 

zones relieve pressure on your shoulders and hips. Filling of natural materials gives a very 

pleasant sleeping climate with an even temperature. 

Firmness: Soft. 140×200, 18cm thick. White. 201.444.32  

SULTAN LAXEBY slatted bed base £80 140×200cm. Light grey. 601.099.12  

EXAMPLE 5: 

Sydney is 160cm. tall, weighs around 55kg. and sleeps on her side. If looking for her at night, 

just follow the sound of chattering teeth to the huge pile of covers. She prefers a mid-firm 

mattress that helps her stay warm and toasty. She found her perfect mattress match to be:

SULTAN FLOKENES foam double mattress £399 A thick layer of memory foam moulds 

to your body and enables you to relax more fully. Lambswool and lyocell give a pleasant 

sleeping climate with an even temperature. 

Firmness: Medium. 140×200, 22cm. thick. White. 601.399.09  

SULTAN LAXEBY slatted bed base £80 140×200cm. Light grey. 601.099.12

SULTAN FLOKENES and SULTAN LAXEBY 

foam double mattress combination

£479
SULTAN HARESTUA and SULTAN AKSDAL 

sprung double mattress combination

£174

SULTAN HJARTDAL and SULTAN ATNA 

sprung double mattress combination

£558

SULTAN FOSSING and SULTAN LAXEBY 

sprung double mattress combination

£379

Find decision-making all rather exhausting?

EXAMPLE 7: 

Louis is a whisker under 170cm. and weighs in at around 60kg. A side-sleeper who often 

freezes in bed, he sleeps best on a mid-firm mattress that helps him stay warm at night. 

He found his perfect mattress to be:

SULTAN HARESTUA sprung double mattress £75 

The springs provide support for your body. The spring construction allows air to flow 

freely, giving an agreeable sleeping climate. 

Firmness: Medium. 140×200, 17cm. thick. Grey. 501.565.84  

SULTAN AKSDAL mattress base £99 140×200, H18cm. Grey. 701.588.55

EXAMPLE 6: 

Leif is 175cm. tall and tips the scales at 90kg. Not a guy that feels cold or hot at night, 

he is most comfortable sleeping belly up. He found his perfect mattress match to be:

SULTAN HJARTDAL sprung double mattress £399 Zoned pocket springs and a thick 

layer of memory foam in the integrated mattress pad, enable your body to relax more fully. 

Lyocell ventilates and gives a very pleasant sleeping climate. 

Firmness: Firm. 140×200, 26cm. thick. White. 801.566.86  

SULTAN ATNA mattress base £159 140×200, H20cm. White. 401.588.09

4 Bed frames and legs sold separately. See the entire range at the IKEA store or visit IKEA.CO.UK

Lots of choice makes it hard to choose. Right? Wrong. Because we’ve taken the work out of it. 

Just visit our online mattress guide and answer five simple questions. Based on your answers, 

it will suggest some mattresses in different materials for you to choose from. All you have 

to do then is come in to the IKEA store, lie down and your body will soon decide for you.
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Need some extra help? 

Whenever you need support to realise your dreams, we’re there for you.

For more information about our services, phone us or drop into the store, or visit IKEA.CO.UK/SERVICES

Home Delivery Service 

If you need something bigger than your car to get your mattress home, you can arrange door to door 

delivery by an independent transport company for a reasonable charge. See in store for details.

... love it for 25 years
Choosing a mattress* is a big decision, but we certainly don’t want you losing any sleep over it. We know 

that first impressions may not last and that really being sure can take time. So when you’ve chosen 

your mattress* take it home and have a good lie down – a really good one. For up to 90 days if you like. 

If the chemistry isn’t right between you, simply bring it back to the IKEA store and choose another.

Obviously, you don’t buy a mattress every day, but you certainly want to be 

able to use it every day - year in year out. SULTAN mattresses are rigorously 

tested. So rigorously in fact that we offer you a 25-year guarantee against 

defects in materials and workmanship. 

So when you’ve found your perfect match you can sleep easy.  

For 25 years to come. 

*Excludes children’s mattresses – SULTAN DRÖMMA, SULTAN SNARKA, SULTAN BLUNDA, SULTAN SUSSA and 
SULTAN SLUMRA. Terms and conditions apply. See in store or visit IKEA.CO.UK for details.

Try it for 90 days...

Finance

Take your mattress home today and pay for it later. With an IKEA Home Card you can get up to 

55 days’ interest-free credit if you pay the balance in full and by the due date.

Alternatively, you can choose to spread the repayments using your IKEA Home Card. 

We won’t charge you any application or arrangement fees. For more information, 

visit IKEA.CO.UK/FINANCE

Typical 19.9% APR (variable) Credit is provided by IKANO Financial Services Ltd and 

is available subject to status to UK residents over the age of 18. Registered address: 

Adam House, Players Court, Player Street, Nottingham NG7 5LN.
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SULTAN HAGAVIK 
sprung double mattress

£199

£1.29
/ea

GOSA SLÅN pillows For stomach sleepers. A low pillow for those who prefer 

sleeping on their stomach. Your neck will be bent less, and strain on your 

muscles will be reduced. Filling: polyester fibres. 50×80cm. 301.253.05
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To forget all your cares,
           remember one name: SULTAN

IKEA.CO.UK
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(PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO ANY ALTERATION OF VAT)

For opening hours and directions to your nearest IKEA store, visit IKEA.CO.UK

All brochure prices are maximum prices valid until 18 July 2010 
(Prices are subject to any alteration of VAT)




